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San Antonio
Resort Announces
Glamping Option
for Events

Located in Texas Hill Country, just 20 minutes from downtown San Antonio, the Hyatt
Regency Hill Country Resort and Spa recently
announced a glamping option for event planners. The meeting and event set-up is perfect
enjoying the Texas outdoors in luxury. The
program features dining tables, lounges, sofas
and other comfortable seating.
“The glamping setup brings all of the
comforts and luxuries of our resort to the
outdoors and is perfect for a relaxed cocktail reception or an elegant dinner for meeting attendees,” says John Hernstat, director
of sales and marketing at Hyatt Regency
Hill Country Resort and Spa. “With our
ideal location in San Antonio’s beautiful,
rolling Hill Country region, we wanted
to provide a unique event experience that
showcases our setting,”

Valencia Group Opens
Texican Court Hotel in Irving
Texican Court, a retro-inspired motor court
concept hotel, recently opened in Irving.
The 152 guest-room property is Valencia
Group’s third court concept boutique hotel
and is located directly across from the
Irving Convention Center. The design of the
hotel features Spanish mission-style architecture with a subtle hint of Texas. Texican
Court offers three distinct courtyards, a
circular swimming pool, fire pits, the Two
Mules Cantina and 3,500 square feet of
indoor event space. “We wanted to bring
the theme song from the Spaghetti Western
film, “The Good, The Bad and The Ugly,”
to life through the design of this hotel,” says
Valencia Group President Doyle A. Graham,
Jr. “When you listen to the song, you can
envision the larger-than-life vistas filled
with dramatic backdrops and excitement.
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Glamping in pure luxury is now an option at the
Hyatt Regency Hill Country Resort and Spa,
and planners are making it part of their events.

A guest room at Texican Court in
Irving. The retro-inspired motor
court features Spanish mission-style
architecture with a Texas twist.

